
 Dual study program B.Sc. Wirtschaftsinformatik - FH Wedel 

 Small is beautiful, welcome to enfore… 

 through  our  hardware  and  software  solution,  we  aim  to  help  over  200  million  companies  everyday  to  stay  competitive  in  a 
 digitalized  world.  Our  vision  is  simple,  the  mission  is  not:  to  enable  every  business  to  enjoy  the  scale  and  efficiencies 
 previously  reserved  for  larger  companies.  Working  at  enfore  is  not  necessarily  something  for  everyone.  Not  because  we  are 
 better  or  worse,  but  because  we  do  our  best,  every  day  to  improve  our  product  and  ourselves  as  a  collective.  If  you  are 
 looking to really make a difference and use your skills in a sustainable way, you have come to the right place. 

 As  a  dual  student  (m/f/d),  an  experienced,  ambitious  and  international  team  awaits  you  at  enfore.  During  your  training  with 
 us,  you  will  get  a  comprehensive  look  behind  the  scenes  of  an  internationally  operating  software  company  and  help  us  to 
 constantly expand and improve our software. 

 Your tasks: 

 ●  You are supporting our international engineering team and learn the whole repertoire of programming, 
 from front-end to back-end 

 ●  You will develop software solutions that help restaurateurs, service providers and retailers to digitalize their 
 business processes in their daily doing 

 ●  You learn how cloud-based software is designed and how existing applications are further developed 
 ●  Moreover, you learn how to plan software projects efficiently and effectively, managing the implementation 

 in a stringent and results-oriented manner and to measure and control the respective project success 

 Your profile: 

 ●  You have accomplished your high school diploma or technical college entrance qualification with very good 
 grades 

 ●  You would like to be able to apply and use your knowledge practically in addition to the theoretical content 
 ●  You are very interested in software development and in dealing with innovative technologies and have a 

 strong mathematical and technical understanding 
 ●  You enjoy working with computers and ideally have some experience with your own programming projects 
 ●  You are a real team player and problem solver, you enjoy analytical thinking and you work systematically 

 and independently 
 ●  You can express yourself very well in German as well as in English 

 Why enfore: 

 ●  Together with the FH Wedel we combine theory and practice, pay the tuition fees and remuneration 
 ●  Be part of the enfore family that builds unique products and sets new standards. Building world-class 

 products - designed in Germany 
 ●  Germany's hottest tech bet" according to Manager Magazin 
 ●  Top city location with a view of the Elbphilharmonie 
 ●  We are an "Apple-Company", you get a Macbook Pro and company mobile phone 
 ●  We want to "create energy" and offer you to become part of a meaningful activity 

 Questions? We are happy to hear from you! 

 Applications  :  jobs@enfore.co  m 
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